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Abstract
Background Cerebrovascular reactivity (CVR), index of cerebral hemodynamics, might guide the treatment
of ischemic stroke. However, the previous studies that the therapeutic strategy of stroke mainly depends
on the degree of vascular stenosis with steady-state vascular parameters, such as cerebral blood �ow,
and CVR factors are not under consideration. Measurement of CVR by multimodal image might improve
the prognosis for ischemic stroke. Methods/design The study is a prospective, randomized, paralleled
controlled clinical trial to examine the multimodal image evaluation for CVR. A total of 66 eligible patients
will be recruited from Renji hospital, Shanghai Jiaotong University School of Medicine. The patients will
be categorized based on CVR into two subgroups as follows: CVR>10% group and CVR<10% group. And
the patients will be randomly assigned to medical management, percutaneous transluminal angioplasty
and stenting, and intracranial and extra-cranial bypass groups in a 1:1:1 ratio. The primary end point is all
adverse events and ipsilateral stroke recurrence at 6, 12, 24 months after the management. The
secondary outcomes include the CVR, the National Institute of Health stroke scale and the Modi�ed
Rankin Scale at 6, 12, 24 months. Discussion Measurement of cerebrovascular reserve by multimodal
image is recommended by most recent studies to guide the treatment of ischemic stroke, and thus its
e�cacy and evaluation accuracy need to be established in randomized controlled settings. This
prospective, randomized, paralleled controlled registry study, together with other ongoing studies, will
present more evidence for optimal individualized accurate treatment of ischemic stroke.

Introduction
Stroke is the second most common cause of death and major cause of disability worldwide after
ischemia heart disease, especially in developing countries[1]. Ischemic is the primary classi�cation of
stroke, accounting for about 87% of all strokes. Patients with symptomatic major cerebral arterial
occlusion or stenosis have a substantial risk of recurrent ischemic stroke[2]. Therefore, an effective
imagine digital evaluation method and a good treatment for intracranial artery stenosis and occlusive
disease is necessarily.

The treatment of ischemic stroke has been investigated by some high-quality trials: The Japanese EC-IC
bypass trial (JET2) study revealed that patients with cerebral blood �ow (CBF) < 80% and CVR < 10% had
signi�cantly lower incidence of ipsilateral stroke recurrence compared to the medical group and EC-IC
bypass surgery is unlikely to bene�t patients with CBF > 80% or CVR > 10%[3]. Another recent trials,
including the Stenting and Aggressive Medical Management for Preventing Recurrent Stroke in
Intracranial Stenosis (SAMMPRIS) trial and the Carotid Occlusion Surgery Study, demonstrated that
recurrent stroke rates have decreased over time when patients are treated with maximal medical
therapy[4]. AL Hasan reported a study about Ischemic Stroke Therapy trial also show that the 30-day
incidence of any transient ischemic attack, stroke, intracranial hemorrhage, or death was higher in the
stent group (14.7%) vs the medical group (5.8%). Although the current trial show that medical
management, PTAS, and IC-EC bypass can be selected for ischemic stroke patient, but which treatment is
more bene�t to what typical stroke patients is unclear. However, the treatment strategy of intracranial
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arterial stenosis or occlusion mainly depends on the degree of vascular stenosis, with or without
considering about the distal hemodynamic factors and CVR factors, or steady-state vascular parameters,
such as CBF and cerebral blood volume (CBV). So we consider this to plan a study protocol that
measurements of cerebrovascular reserve by multimodal image for cerebral arterial occlusion or stenosis
patients.

Cerebrovascular reactivity(CVR) is an important measure to impaired cerebral hemodynamics and
provides vascular reserve information that is complementary to steady-state vascular parameters, such
as CBF and cerebral blood volume (CBV)[5, 6]. CVR denotes the ability of cerebral vessels to dilate or
constrict in response to challenges or de�ned as the change in CBF in response to a vasoactive stimulus
such as an increase in the arterial partial pressure of CO2 (PaCO2)[7, 8]. There are two typical methods to
measure CVR: one is to directly re�ect CVR by image, such as PET, SPECT, CT and MRI; Another method is
to indirectly re�ect CVR by TCD[9-12]. we intend to precisely evaluate the change of CVR before and after
surgery or medicine treatments by multimodal image including MR, CT and SPECT, so that we can make
strategies of individualized accurate diagnosis and treatment for the ischemic stroke[3, 13]. 

Based on current uncertainty concerning the treatment of intracranial arterial stenosis or occlusion, the
plan of a trial was conceived to Chinese Clinical Trial Registry and raised in Renji hospital cerebral
vascular center. And hence the present trial is designed with intent to determine whether multimodal and
digital image evaluation for CVR can effectively select the treatment strategy in adult patients with
intracranial arterial stenosis or occlusion. Detail of the trial will be speci�ed in the following.

Methods/design
2.1 overview

The study is a prospective, randomized, paralleled controlled clinical trial to examine the multimodal and
digital image evaluation for cerebrovascular reserve on ischemic stroke treatments. A total of 66 eligible
patients will enrolled at Shanghai Jiaotong University School of Medicine, Renji hospital cerebral vascular
center. The eligible patients were categorized based on rest CBF and CVR into two subgroups as follows:
CVR>10% group and CVR<10% group. And the two group patients will randomly be assigned to medical
management, single angioplasty, PTAS, and IC-EC bypass group in a 1:1:1 ratio. The primary end point is
all adverse events and ipsilateral stroke recurrence at 6, 12, 24 months after the management. The
secondary outcomes include the CVR, the National Institute of Health stroke scale (NIHSS) and the
Modi�ed Rankin Scale (MRS) at 6, 12, 24 months after the management.

 

2.2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria for the trial

The patients will be deemed eligible for the trial if they meet the following criteria: 1. Clinical
requirements:(1) Males and females aged between 18 and 70 years; (2) Independent of daily life
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(modi�ed Rankin disability scale score of 0–2) on admission or after resuscitation. 2. Radiological
requirements: (1) Occlusion or severe stenosis in the main trunk of the middle cerebral artery or the
internal carotid artery supraclinoid segment (MCA or /and ICA intracranial stenosis is 50% to 100%) (2)
CT and MRI: No large infarction and no contrast enhancement in the infarcted area; 3. Informed consent

The exclusion criteria include: 1. Not independent in daily life (modi�ed Rankin disability scale score of
3–5); 2. Major cerebral arterial occlusive lesions due to diseases other than atherosclerosis; 3. Malignant
tumors or organ failure of the heart, liver, kidney, or lung; 4. Myocardial infarction within the past 6
months; 5. Uncontrolled diabetes mellitus showing a serumfasting blood glucose level > 300 mg/dL, or
requires insulin; 6. Hypertension with a diastolic blood pressure of > 110 mmHg ;7. Artery to artery
embolism; 8. Cardioembolism

 

2.3 Ethical approval and governmental funding

The study protocol and consent forms have been approved by the Ethics Committee of Renji Hospital
(2016-143K). Furthermore, the trial is registered on Chinese Clinical Trial Registry with the ID number
ChiCTR-IOR-16009635.  The trial is to be performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and
the guidelines of Good Clinical Practice. All informed consent was obtained from the patient legal
representative[14].

 

2.4 Randomization and allocation concealment

Participants in each site will be randomly assigned to medical management, PTAS, and IC-EC bypass
group in a 1:1:1 ratio. The randomization sequence is generated by an independent statistician who is not
involved in the determination of eligibility.

 

2.5 treatment protocol (Fig. 1)

The eligible patients were sent to the department of neurosurgery for measurements of the rest CBF and
CVR by multimodal imagine. Regional CBF was quantitatively measured more than 3 weeks after the last
ischemic attacks using enhanced computed tomography perfusion (CTP) or SPECT(123I-IMP). In 123I-
IMP SPECT and CTP with CO2 challenge, the �xed concentration of CO2 (5% CO2 mixed 95% oxygen)
was provided by a gas delivery system using an indicating pressure transmitters to controlled gas blender
with prospective gas targeting algorithms. Before starting the scanner protocol, which allows to record for
precise the resting End-tidal CO2 (mmHg) and Paco2(mmHg) that were measured by electrocardiograph
monitoring and artery blood before and after with inhalation of CO2 for 2 minutes. Subjects were
positioned in the SPECT/CTP scanner and were asked to breath normally for 10 minutes to correct for
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possible hyperventilation.123I-IMP SPECT with CO2 challenge was performed within a week of the
measurement of rest CBF. The region of interest (ROI) was designated manually in the cerebral cortex in
the territory of ipsilateral MCA at the level of the anterior horn of the lateral ventricle. ROIs were also
placed in bilateral cerebellar hemispheres and in the contralateral MCA territory as reference. Regional
CBF was expressed as relative values (%) to normal control values of each institute obtained from
volunteers free of cerebrovascular disease. CVR was calculated as follows: CVR (%)= [(CO2 challenge
CBF – rest CBF)/rest CBF] × 100. All patients were divided into two groups according to CVR as follows:
A: CVR < 10%; B: CVR>10%. And the two subgroups patients will randomly be assigned to medical
management, PTAS, and IC-ECIC-EC bypass group in a 1:1:1 ratio. All treatment procedures and speci�c
operating protocols for the management of ischemic stroke in our trial are standardized, based on current
guidelines and consensus of all participating principle investigators.

Surgical intervention was microsurgical end-to-side anastomosis of a super�cial temporal artery branch
to a cortical branch of the middle cerebral artery. If the super�cial temporal branch was unsuitable, the
occipital artery could be used. For participants in the surgical group, preoperative and postoperative
antithrombotic treatment was determined by the COSS neurosurgeon until they were returned to the
antithrombotic treatment preferred by their physicians. Patients in the PTAS group will receive stenting
when alarm symptoms are relieved after MT treatment. Participants in the nonsurgical group continued
to receive the antithrombotic treatment preferred by their physicians. Target goals for risk factor control
were 130/85 mm Hg for blood pressure, 100 mg/dL for low density lipoprotein cholesterol, 150 mg/dL for
triglycerides, and 7% for hemoglobin A1C.

 

2.5 Study endpoints

Each patient was followed up for 2 years after enrollment by a pair of a neurologist and a neurosurgeon
in participating institute. The primary end point is all adverse events and ipsilateral stroke recurrence at 6,
12, 24 months after the management. Neurological �ndings, intracranial CT/MRI, and CBF/CVR
measurements were examined and reported at the time of enrollment and 6 months, 1 year, and 2 years
after enrollment. Evaluation of the cognitive function and angiography were performed at the time of
enrollment and 2 years after enrollment. The secondary outcomes include the National Institute of Health
stroke scale (NIHSS) and the Modi�ed Rankin Scale (MRS) at 6, 12, 24 months after the management.

 

 

2.6 Data collection

The Entry Form is used to collect baseline information including the following variables: hypertension,
smoking and diabetes, clinical presentation(include the initial ischemic stroke, on admission, before
treatment);neurological function (the NIHSS and MRS), vascular stenosis, timing of management,
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treatment procedure, neurological condition within 72 hours after the treatment, complications during the
hospitalization, follow-up imaging and the presumed reasons of death.

 

2.7 Follow-up and data quality

Follow-up CT perfusion (CTP) and SPECT will be taken in outpatient 6 months after treatment. All
patients will be followed up after the management by a neurosurgeon using the telephone interview or in
person interview. The neurosurgeon was trained before the registry and was not involved in the treatment
of ischemic stroke patients. Outcomes at 6, 12 and 24 months was measured using the NIHSS and MRS.
The MRS of 0–2 was identi�ed as good outcome, and the score of 3–6 is generally as poor outcome.

All data were collected using a written case report form (CRF) and Clinical Trial Management Public
platform, Neurological conditions and complications related to surgical procedure will be monitored
during the whole period of follow-up. Data veri�cation was undertaken in 20% of all cases to assess the
accuracy of data recording. The monthly auditing, data quality and statistical analysis are managed by a
third party who shall be responsible for notifying the principal investigator and Institutional Review Board
of Renji Hospital of any issues that arise. Any serious adverse events will be reported to the Institutional
Review Board. Recommendations will be forwarded to the principal investigators for a review of risk and
bene�t. The Institutional Review Board of the hospital shall have access to these interim results and
make the �nal decision to terminate the trial.

 

2.8 Sample size and data analysis

The target number of patients included in the registry is 60, this study will enroll more than 66 eligible
ischemic stroke patients in case there are about 10% of patients lost to follow-up. Data was presented as
mean and standard deviation for continuous variables or frequency for categorical variables.
Signi�cances between variables were analyzed using the t-test or Chi-square test. Association between
clinical variables and outcome will be analyzed, and predictors of long-term outcome were identi�ed
using a univariate and multivariate analysis. The difference was expressed as an odds ratio (OR, with
95% con�dence interval [CI]), and signi�cance was considered if P value was <0.05.

Discussion
The current trials showed that medical management, PTAS, and IC-EC bypass can be selected for
ischemic stroke patient, but which treatment is more bene�t to stroke patients is not clear[4, 15]. And the
present trial is designed with intent to whether multimodal and digital image evaluation for CVR can
bene�t to formulate the treatment strategy in adult patients with intracranial arterial stenosis or
occlusion.
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CVR denotes the ability of cerebral vessels to dilate or constrict in response to challenges or de�ned as
the change in CBF in response to a vasoactive stimulus such as an increase in the arterial partial pressure
of CO2 (PaCO2) or acetazolamide[10]. CO2 inhalation as a physiological challenge in hemodynamic has
been increasingly used in recent literature due to its potency in causing vasodilation, rapid onset and
cessation of the effect, as well as recent advances in MRI-compatible gas delivery apparatus. Increased
stroke risk associated with hemodynamic failure, which can be assessed with (15O-) H2O positron
emission tomography (PET) CBF measurements[16]. This gold standard technique, however, is not
established for routine clinical imaging. Standardized blood oxygen-level–dependent functional
MRI+CO2 is a noninvasive and potentially widely applicable tool to assess whole-brain quantitative CVR.
SPECT CTP combined with CO2 challenge enables us to measure CBF and CVR, which represent the
degree of hemodynamic failure[17, 18]. We examined the agreement between the various imaging
modalities and hypothesized that quantitative CVR can be a surrogate imaging marker to assess
hemodynamic failure.          

CVR is a metric of the compensatory ability of the cerebral blood vessels, enables us to assess the extent
of hemodynamic compromise and the ensuing risk of recurrent ischemic stroke. The present study,
accurately evaluate the CVR for ischemic stroke patients by multimodal MRI, CT or SPECT, and would
explore the recurrence of ischemic stroke after treatment, so as to develop a new method for
individualized accurate diagnosis and treatment of ischemic stroke[9, 19, 20]. It has some novel features
in study design compared to other major ischemic stroke trials. Firstly, the CVR of the ischemic stroke
patients is evaluated by multimodal imagine digital because recent studies suggest that PET; SPECT;
CTP and MRI were widely applicable tool to assess whole-brain quantitative CVR. Some studies reported
that SPECT is more sensitive than PET in evaluation of CBF and cerebral perfusion, but its spatial
resolution is lower[21, 22]. However; MR perfusion and CT perfusion can also be used to analyze the
changes of CVF and CBV to calculate the necrotic area and penumbra of cerebral ischemic tissue.
Therefore, multimodal image can compensate for each other and more accurate evaluation of changes in
CVR.

Secondly, our study trial categorized the eligible patients to medical management, PTAS, and IC-EC
bypass group in a 1:1:1 ratio based on rest CBF and CVR. Our former study showed that different
treatment strategy for ischemic stroke patient depend on artery stenosis; but have rare clinical trial pay
attention on clinical management depend on CVR was evaluated by multimodal imagine digital.

Finally, the trial records all the detailed information about the changes of CVR before and after treatment
in three groups by multimodal imagine. The adverse events during follow-up period are collected and
categorized into ipsilateral stroke recurrence and all adverse events. We think that such data are useful to
analyze the effect of relevant confounding factors.

Our trial will be able to answer the question “does the treatment strategy depend on CVR was effectively
and safely and can improve the outcome in patients with intracranial arterial stenosis or occlusion?”
Considering the great challenge in performing a clinical trial in ischemic stroke, it probably requires an
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extremely high level of input in the coming years. However, due to the high incidence, poor outcomes and
huge burden of ischemic stroke disease, the effort can be quite rewarding and the results will surely
provide more evidence for the clinical quality of the diagnosis and treatment of ischemic stroke, reduce
the mortality and disability, also reduce the burden of patients and society.

 

Trial status

This protocol is version 1, dated 12 May 2019. Recruitment began on 6 June 2018. We planned to
achieve the recruitment target by september 2020.
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